










products/hvdroxycu~index.shtml. 

2 1. Until shortly before May 1, 2009, the same IOVATE advertising also 

described Fiydroxycutm as "Protected by Multiple U.S. Patents # 7,335,651, 

# 6,814,986, # 6,830,765, # 6,875,891, # 6,395,296, # 6,160,172, # 4,923,855, 

# 4,954,492 and # 5,194,6 15. " (See id.) 

22. Until shortly before May 1, 2009, packages of Hydroxycut@ sold in 

retail stores (in this Judicial District and nationally) included substantially similar 

"patented" labeling that included, inter alia. the numbers of U.S. Patents 4,923,855 

and 4,954,492. 

The "Multiple" U.S. Patents that Alle~edly "Protect" ~ydroxycut@' 

23. U.S. Patent No. 6,814,986 ("the '986 patenttt), entitled "Composition 

for treating obesity and [sic] esthetic treatment process," was issued by the United 

States Patent and Trademark Office ("PTO"). on November 9, 2004. (& 

http://patfk. - uspto. gov/netacdnph-Parser?Sect 1 =PTO 1 & Sect2=HITOFF&d=PiU,L 

&p=l&u=%2FnetahtmI%2FPT02Fs~~hnum~htm&1= 1 &+G&1=50&sl=6,8 14,986. 

PN.&OS=PN/6.8 14,986&RS=PN/6,814.986.) 

24. The '986 patent contains a only one independent claim. This sole 

independent claim requires, inter alia, "a composition" that includes at least 





32. Upon information and belief, no formulation of ~ ~ d r o x y c u t @  (i.e., 

neither Hydroxagen plus@ nor Hydroxy~ea@') was protected by the '986 patent. 

33. U.S. Patent No. 6,830,765 ("the '765 patent"), entitled "Green tea 

extract for treating obesity," was issued by the PTO on December 14,2004. (@ 

http://patfi.uspto. govlnetacgilnph-Parser?Sect l=PTO 1 &SectZ=HITOFF&d=PALL 

&p=1 &u=%2Fnetahtm1%2FPT02Fsrchnum.htm&r= 1 &f=G&1=50&s 1=6,830.765. 

PN.&OS=PN/6,830,765&RS=PNI6+830,765 .) 

34. The '765 patent contains thee independent claims, numbers 1, 5 and 9. 

(See id.) 

35. Each of the '765 patent's independent claims requires, inter alia, "an 

extract" that includes at least "EGCG" and "caffeine, " where the relative 

concentration by mass of EGCG to caffeine in the composition is "between 2 and 

10.'' (See id.) 

36. To be "protected by" the '765 patent, an extract must, inter alia> 

contain between two and ten times as much EGCG as caffeine, with both 

substances measured by mass (weight). 

37. Upon information and belief, no formulation of Hydroxycutm (i.e., 

neither Hydroxagen plus@' nor Hydroxy~ea~) was protected by the '765 patent. 

3 8. U.S. Patent No. 4,923,855 ("the '855 patent"), entitled "Synthetic GTF 



chromium material and process therefor," was issued by the PTO on May 8, 1990, 

and expired on May 8, 20 07. (B http://pat ft . uspto. to.aov/netacgi/nph-Parser? 

Sect 1 =PTO 1 &SecQ=HITOFF&d=PALL&p=I &u=%ZFnetahtml%2FPT02F 

srchnum. htm&r= 1 &FG&1=5O&s 1=4,923.855.PN.&OS=PN/4.923.855&RS=PN14 

,923.855.) 

39. Because the '85 5 patent is expired, it cannot "protecttt anything. 

40. Since at least May 9, 2007, Hydroxycutm was not "protected by" the 

'855 patent. 

41. U.S. Patent No. 4,954,492 ("the '492 patent"), entitled "Synthetic GTF 

chromium material for decreasing blood lipid levels and process therefor," was 

issued by the PTO on September 4, 1990, and expired on September 4,2007. (& 

http://patft.uspto. nov/netacgi/n~h-Parser?S ect 1 =PTO 1 &Sect2=HITOFF$d=PALL 

&p=l&u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPT02Fsrchnum.htm&r= I &I-G&1=5O&s 1=4.954,492. 

PN.&OS=PN/4,954,492&RS=PN/4,954,492.) 

42. Because the '492 patent is expired, it cannot "protect" mything. 

43. Since at least September 5,2007, Hydroxycutm was not "protected by* 

the '492 patent. 









'765 patent. 

60. U.S. Patent No. 6,395,296 ("the '296 patent"), entitled "SolubIe double 

metal salt of group IA and IIA of hydroxycitric acid, process of preparing the same 

and its use in beverages and other food products without effecting their flavor and 

properties," was issued by the PTO on May 28, 2002. (see 
http://patR.uspto.gov/netacp;ilnph-Parser?Sect l=PTO 1 &SectZ=HITOFF&d=PALL 

&p=1 &u=%2Fnetahtml%2FPTQ2Fsrchnum.htm&r= 1 &f=G&1=5O&s 1=6,395,296. 

PN.&OS=PN/6.395,296&RS=PN16,395.296.) 

6 1. All claims of the '296 patent claim a " food product." (See id .) 

62. Xenadrine RFA-1 is not a "food product." (& Ex. B.) Therefore, 

Xenadrine RFA-1 is not "protected by" the '296 patent. 

63. The '492 patent expired on September 4,2007. 

64. Because the '492 patent is expired, it cannot t'protect't anything. 

65. Xenadrine RFA-1 is not "protected by" the '492 patent. 

The XenadrineB Television Commercials 

66. IOVATE promotes xenadrinem through a series of nationally run 

television commercials, including commercials targeted at consumers in the 

Southern District of New York. 






















